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1. I erased a file off the hard disk.  Is it really gone? EXPLAIN! 

No the file is not gone, only the address is gone; it is not gone until the data is overwritten 

 

2.   Answer the following about defragging: 

a. What does it do-explain what happens when you defrag, be complete. 

Parts of programs that have been saved in different places on the disk are collected and 
put together. All blank space is put together.  NO NEW SPACE IS CREATED 

b. Why do it? Explain why it works. It can help your computer run faster by putting a program or file 
in one, easy to find place 

 

 

 

 

3. Answer these questions about kilo, mega, giga and tera byte measurements. 

a. What is storage on a hard disk usually measured in?  ____terabytes______ 

b. What is RAM usually measured in?  gigabyte___ 

c. What are files listed in Explore usually measured in? _Kilobyte________ 

 

4. What is the approximate value of the following of each…. 

a. Kilobyte _____1000 bytes___________ 

b. Megabyte ___ million bytes______________ 

c. Gigabyte ____billion bytes_____________ 

d. Terabyte ____trillion bytes____________ 

 

5. Definition of an input device.  A device that takes what humans understand and puts it into the computer 

 

6. Definition of an output device.  A device that takes information from the computer and puts it in a form 
humans understand 

 

7. Describe the CRT monitor. (age, size and how it works) 

a. Age -  old  Size; - Big  Uses a magnetic field to create the picture 

 

 

8. Describe the  LCD monitor. (age, size, how it works, where it is used) 

a. Age – newer 1980’s; Size- Small, thin; Uses chemicals to create picture; used in our lab  

 

9. Explain how the mouse works. 

a. A device senses movement, moving a cursor on the screen. The cursor is moved to an icon or 
GUI, which is a picture connected to a command. Click the icon and the command is executed 



 

 

10. How does the mouse work? A part of the mouse senses movement; the movement is sent to the 
processor which moves a cursor on the screen. The cursor moves to a GUI on the screen. The GUI is a 
graphic user interface. It is a picture connected to a command to do something on the computer such as 
open a program, save or print. 

11. What role does the pixel play in creating pictures on a monitor or printer?  (include sharpness and size of 
pictures)   Pixels are points of color that when put together create a picture. The smaller the pixels the 
sharper the picture. If you want to take small pictures and enlarge them, you need more pixels because as 
the pixels are enlarged, they are not as sharp.  

 

12. Explain what the RGB number is. 

The amount of Red Green and Blue that are in a color. 

 

 

 

a. Explain when you might use it (2 examples) and why it is handy to use. 

If you want to duplicate a color exactly, use the RGB number 

If your printer runs out of black and you need to print black, create a very dark color using the RGB 
number…only works if your printer will still print even if one of the cartridges is empty. 

 

13. Explain what analog means. 

Analog means a reaction to continuous movement, such as a record being played or analog clock where gears 
move the hands constantly. 

--What is digital? The action has been codified or broken into a series of commands for the computer 

 

 

14. What are three types of printers and how does each work? 

Dot matrix – little bars form the letters and strike the paper through a ribbon;  

Ink jet – ink is applied to the  paper in the shape of letters; Laser printer – toner, a dust like substance, is 
burned into the paper;  

 

15. When/where is each type of printer used? 

Dot matrix-slow, one color but good for carbons where a form needs to struck for the image to go on the 
carbon 

Ink Jet-machine and set up is cheap. It is slow so not good for businesses usually. Can make color prints. 
Often found in homes 

Laser – machine and set up are expensive but it is fast and cheap per printout. Often used in businesses 

 

16. Troubleshoot:  I printed some certificates on and inkjet printer and the ink is still smearing 3 days later.  
What went wrong and why? 

You used wrong kind of paper. The ink was not absorbed by the paper. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


